**Orthodontist changes a boy’s life**

A specialist orthodontist has won first prize in a national competition for changing a boy’s life through orthodontic treatment.

Orthodontist John Costello at Total Orthodontics in Tonbridge, Kent, was awarded the trophy for ‘Against the Odds’ at the British Orthodontic Society’s annual conference.

Mr Costello was given first prize for his orthodontic work on 14-year-old James McAuliffe.

James first visited Mr Costello a few days before his 11th birthday, when his milk teeth fell out. He was left ‘Bugs Bunny-like’ with two front teeth in isolation.

The first thing, Mr McAuliffe did was make James a temporary removable retainer brace which had four false adult-sized teeth fixed to it.

The false teeth were shaped in such a way that they slotted over James’ milk teeth and gave him the appearance of a complete dentition and to anyone else he looked like any normal 11-year-old boy with a retainer brace.

James wore the retainer for about a year during the day and had a brace at night which was designed to make more space conditions for the two teeth that would be created to replace his own baby incisors.

The brace gear was attached to the molars at the back of his mouth and helped to draw these backwards opening up space for the front teeth to be moved using braces and bands.

Mr McAuliffe created an orthodontic appliance with a fixed plate that was moulded to the top of James’ mouth, which again had false teeth affixed to it.

With his natural teeth now in the right position and firmly settled, James finally had a bridge fitted to allow permanent replacement teeth to be fitted, and these were fixed to his natural teeth which had been moved to allow space for the four new teeth. This completed the streamlined appearance of his upper teeth allowing him to smile for the first time in years.

James said: ‘My teeth now look absolutely amazing. It’s so hard to put into words what a difference my treatment has made. I always used to cover my mouth and always love to flash people a smile – all thanks to John. All the hard times have been finally worth it and thankfully the bad memories are already fading.’

**Dentist is suspended**

A dentist has been suspended, after he contravened guidelines by the General Dental Council, by working without a dental nurse.

Philip Yellowley, who worked at Hove Court Dental Centre in Hove, East Sussex, was suspended for six months by the General Dental Council’s (GDC) interim orders committee on October 13.

He faces a disciplinary hearing in London early next year.

Mr Yellowley is accused of contravening GDC guidelines by working without a dental nurse.

The GDC was also told that Mr Yellowley had failed to complete clinical treatment, repeatedly cancelled patients’ appointments and in one case, failed to follow up a diagnosis, which could have had serious consequences for the patient.

Mr Yellowley left the practice earlier this year but was allowed to carry on working under stringent conditions set by the GDC.

These conditions meant that he had to inform the GDC if he employed elsewhere and ordered him to work under the supervision of another dental practitioner.

His suspension now means he is not allowed to treat patients in Britain for six months.

The dental centre has carried on operating as normal as the allegations only concern Mr Yellowley.

Mr Yellowley is also accused of using the name of a former employee of his practice to order an appliance from a dental technician and equipment from a supplier.

He had been working at the practice for over 20 years and told the GDC that he disputes the allegations made against him.

Mr Yellowley’s suspension is recorded on the GDC’s online registers, which are available to check at www.gdc-uk.org.

**London dentist treats Cambodians**

A London dentist has just spent two weeks in Cambodia treating orphan children who have never been to a dentist.

Lydia Pink, a dentist at Ammol’s dental practice in Tower Bridge Road was accompanied on the trip by two dental therapists. On arrival they worked alongside the Sultan of Brunei’s former dentist who set up the project in Cambodia.

He is working full-time with nurses to help the children, many of whom are orphans or are disabled. Most of the children have HIV and are working in rubbish tips to survive.

Much of Ms Pink’s work included preventative treatment and the team was able to present a year’s supply of fluoride treatment to 10 schools in the country.

**Cycle ride raises £5k**

Cyclists raised over £5,000 for the oral health charity Denplan by completing the C2C cycle across the north of the UK.

The ride was organised as part of the Denplan partnership, with the majority of the riders from Denplan practices.

It followed the famous 140 mile route, starting in Whitehaven travelling through the northern Lake District and finishing in Tynemouth.

**You Tube dental advice**

More and more Britons are watching their pennies because of the credit crunch and are trying to do their own teeth whitening after taking advice from YouTube.

Dr Prav Solanki, founder of the Cosmetic Dentistry Guide - a website that offers guidance and information for anyone considering cosmetic dental treatment, claims people are putting their health at risk by getting advice from YouTube rather than a qualified dentist.

“Our dentists have reported many more cases of people turning up with damaged teeth and gums after trying to do their own teeth whitening,” said Dr Solanki.

He called YouTube home videos ‘irresponsible and dangerous’ for showing people how they brush hydrogen peroxide straight onto the teeth.

Dr Solanki added that some over-the-counter products are ‘fine in principle’ but without the expert guidance of a dentist, he warned that patients could be causing themselves damage that will cost more in the long run.